Hotel Restaurant Brudermühle Bamberg
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Directions to the hotel Brudermuehle
Way from A70 (Schweinfurt/Bayreuth) green way (until 6 p.m.):
- Autobahn exit Bamberg/center
Drive towards Bamberg after the Autobahn exit until you come to a big intersection with a green building complex with
the labelling "Bowling-Center/Mainfranken-Hotel". There you turn right (if coming from A70) respectively straight ahead (if
coming from A73). Straight by a railroad underpass and over two bridges (Memmelsdorfer Straße, Regensburger Ring,
Europabrücke, Friedensbrücke).
You then turn left to the Untere Sandstraße and turn right in front of the Elisabethenkirche. Take a left turn, pass the
cathedral and take another left turn sloping down the Karolinenstraße (closed after 6.00 pm!), take the next turn right into
the Schranne and you will find us on the left hand (Schweinfurter Straße, Untere Sandstraße, Karolinenstraße, Schranne).
The Schranne is on the left side of the River Regnitz between the old city hall and the cathedral near the tourist
information. Of the station with the cab approx. 10 min. to foot approx. 30 min.

Of A73/B173 (Nuremberg/Coburg)/of A3/B505 (Würzburg) red way:
- Autobahn exit Bamberg/Ost
After the exit please drive into the direction of the center and always stay in the pre-journey street (approx. 4.5 km). You
come by the station bridge (Pfisterberg), the big intersection Nürnberger Straße and the Marienbrücke (Rhine-Main-DanubeChannel) to the Schönleinsplatz (equestrian statue). You turn left there, remain in the pre-journey street again (winding)
for approx. 1 km and reach our hotel.
Please click on the card for an extension
A great advantage for our guests besides the central location of Bamberg is also the favorable traffic connection to other
Franconian towns. By car it is only:
- approx. 45 minutes to Nuremberg
- approx. 45 minutes to Bayreuth
- approx. 45 minutes to Würzburg
- approx. 45 minutes to Coburg
Parking situation
During your stay in Bamberg your car is parked well and safely in the old town garage Geyerswörth which one only 50
meters footpath from the brother mill.
For unloading your bagage you can of yourse stop directly in front of our house.
directions

http://www.brudermuehle.de
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